
Year 5 - Autumn 2020 
 

If you have any ques-
tions please don’t hesi-
tate to come and see 
us. 

 
Teacher: Mrs. Clark 
TA:  Mrs. P ledger 
and Mrs Mizon 

 
Maths 

 

 Place value of numbers up to 
1,000,000 

 Number magnitude and rounding 
 Multiples and factor pairs 
 Formal multiplication and division 
 Negative numbers 
Along with the above, we will be 
concentrating on how the children use and 
apply their mathematical knowledge, by 
reasoning and problem solving. We will of 
course continue with our weekly 
arithmetic. Regular practice of times tables 
at home would still also be extremely 
beneficial. 

Science 
 

In Science this term ,Year 5 will be looking 
Forces. This topic includes: 
 Sir Issac Newton and gravity 
 Air and water resistance 
 Friction 
 Pulleys, mechanisms and levers 
After half term we will be exploring Earth and 
Space which will include: 
 The planets 
 Movement of the Moon 

TOPIC 
Our history topic is The Changing Role of 
Women, this exciting topic looks at how 
women’s roles have changed since 
ancient times, the role of the suffragette 
movement and will later question if 
modern women have true equality. 
After half term our geography topic will 
be The United Kingdom. We will be 
looking at the countries that form the 
United Kingdom, the counties within it as 
well as the hills, mountains, coasts and 
seas surrounding us. 

PE 
 

This term Coach Edwards will be teach-
ing football skills during the first half 
term, followed by gymnastic skills after 
half term. 

 
PE kits are not currently being kept 
in school, so please ensure your 
child comes to school dressed in PE 
kit on MONDAYS. 
 

Homework 
In Year 5 your child will be set English and 

Maths homework every Thursday to be 
returned on Monday.   

Please ensure your child 
continues to read daily and 
practices their times tables. 

 
English 

 

In English the children will be looking at a 
variety of text types as follows: 
 Myths and Legends 
 Biographies 
 Explanation texts 
 Recounts 
In addition to this, we will be undertaking 
a wide variety of writing tasks related to 
the above texts, which will be  aimed at 
developing the children’s writing skills in 
terms of sentence structure, punctuation 
and grammatical awareness. We will also 
be focusing on spelling patterns and rule. 
Fluency in reading will also be developed 
further, along with comprehension skills. 

RE 
In RE our focus this term will be 
Christianity and Judaism. We will be 
learning about the origins of both 
religions, as well as their beliefs, 
practises and festivals. We will be 
comparing the similarities and differences 
between the two religions. 

Computing 
In Year 5, computing will include online 
safety and Scratch, looking at how we 
change algorithms to create games and 
design characters. 

French 
Our topics in French this term will include 
That’s Tasty! (food) and All About Our-

selves. The children will be given the op-
portunity to converse and write in 

French. 


